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A recent study has shown the reflectance spectra of d c  minerals to be atrected by 
temperature over the range found in the solar system [I]. Since these minerals have 
been identified in the telescopic refiectance spectra of asteroids, we have addressed, 
to flrst order, how surface temperature variation might afTect interpretation of surface 
mineralogy for asteroid data. Variable temperature data from the previous study [I]  
were used for this modelhg . 
In order to inveshgate the effect of surface temperature variations on reflectance 
spectra of asteroid-like bodies, a theoretical surface was modelled. The assumptions of 
the standard thermal model used [2] are: 1)the sur£ace is exactly spherical; 2)it is 
composed of a rough dielectric material with low thermal conductivity to a depth of at 
least a few centimeters implylng it is in instantaneous equihbrium with the insolation; 
3)the photometric properties are those of a dark, dusty surface; 4)in the infrared the 
emissivity is near unity and less than a few percent of the absorbed insolation is ra&- 
ated from the urrlit hemisphere; and 5)the body is airless and slowly rotating. Then the 
surface temperature distribution can be expressed by the equation: 

where p, is the geometric or visual albedo (.6b= bond albedo), R is the heliocentric 
&stance of the body in centmeters (R>>r, the radius of the body), ~ t ,  is the bolometric 
emissivity, and p is the cosine of the angle be tween the surface normal and the incom- 
ing radiation [3]. The surface is assumed to be viewed at zero phase angle and thus, 
the surface reflectance is considered to be represented by the reflected flux from a 
series of annuluses, each of which represent a diflerent temperature on the surface, 
and the contribution of .a given annulus relative to the total disk is: 

where y is the angle between the sub-solar/observer point and the edge of the annulus. 
A computer program was designed to use this relationship and given input parameters 
obtained from the literature [4,5] and the number of temperature increments would 
calculate the average temperature and spectral contribution from each interval. 
Bolometric emissivity was kept constant at .9 and the total number of temperature 
intervals was 45 in each case. Due to the nature of the laboratory data, discrete tem- 
peratures were defined as follows: 

Tdd< 125K represented by -8OK laboratory data 
125K<Tmdd< 225K represented by 173K laboratory data 
225K<Tdd< 325K represented by 273K laboratory data 
325K<Tdd< 425K represented by 373K laboratory data 

Tmodel> 425K represented by 44BK laboratory data 
The last temperature increment was not needed for surfaces modelled. In the current 
model the flux contribution of each mineral, located within a specific temperature 
interval, can be calculated and the resulting spectrum of the entire surface can be 
expressed as: 

where RTota(A) is the total reflectance, xi is the spectral contribution (ie. flux) due to 
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the ith temperature interval, and is the reflectance of the mineral at  each 
wavelength A, and temperature, i. Calculated temperature distributions were only 
determined for the orbital extremes of each surface. 
Y[ONOMINJ!XALlC SURFACES The f i s t  simplistic approach was to assume the asteroid- 
like surface is composed of a single mineral and determine how a changing tempera- 
ture distribution would affect the reflectance spectrum. The results for a main belt 
surface (4 Vesta parameters used) indicate there are only minor changes in spectral 
reflectance of olivine and pyroxenes at the orbital extremes and these surfaces would 
appear very similar to near room temperature (273K) laboratory data, However, 
results for earth-crossers (433 Eros parameters used) indicate the pyroxene spectral 
reflectance can be a function of orbital position and at perihelion differ significantly 
from near room temperature laboratory measurements. Thus for monominerahc sur- 
faces, the interpretation of mineralogic composition of main belt bo&es would not vary 
as a function of orbital location and would not sufIer from an interpretation being 
based on room temperature laboratory data. For earth crossers, the interpretation of 
rnineralic composition would vary with orbital position and sutTer if based on room 
temperature laboratory data. 

BIMINERALIC SURFACES The second approach models a bimineralic surface consisting 
of a global component and a spot of a second component which rotates across the field 
of view. llxs rapidly becomes a complicated situation in which, at  the orbital 
extremes, the reflectance is a function of both temperature variations and the areal 
extent of the spot as it rotates across the field of view. However, at the orbital 
extremes the effects of temperature can be isolated by comparing positions in the 
spots rotation which have similar or equal areal spectral contribution due to the spot. 
The results of these comparisons show that for a main belt body, temperature effects 
are minimal on the integrated &sk spectrum when compared to a spot rotating across 
the field of view. However, for earth crossers, there are distinct spectral Merences at 
the orbital extremes which are due to temperature. Thus, for earth-crossing asteroids, 
considering temperature effects is important for interpretation of surface mineralogy. 

A V E X  FROM SPACE . . . The model presented above has assumed the viewer to be 
earth-bound and thus collecting data from an integrated dsk. If t h s  is not the case, 
and the instrumentation returning data is located aboard a spacecraft which is orbit- 
mg or passing by a surface, then varying surface temperature could drastically affect 
interpretation of surface mineralogy. Data collected for a basalt-like assemblage at a 
variety of sample temperatures, e f i b i t  radcally different spectral sgnatures and 
could lead to interpretations of widely varying surface mineralogy where in fact the 
mineralogy remains unchanged. Thus, with the possibility of a 29-Amphtrite 
encounter in late 1986 by Galileo, it would be important to consider surface tempera- 
ture effects on reflectance spectra when mineralogic interpretation of the data is 
undertaken. 
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